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ABSTRACT 

High pressure surface discharge switches have become the 

subject of applied research in recent years due to their ilrq;x::>rtant 

application in pulse power systems. The purp::>se of this study is 

to gain a better llllderstanding of the subject so that an optimum 

design of the switch may be achieved. The surface discharge phe

nomena is examined llllder single channel static breakdown condition 

to attempt to isolate individual processes involved. The multi

channel switch developed by the NRC is tested with a resistive 

load assembly to determine the optimum operating conditions. The 

lifetime characteristic is also studied using a small experimental 

device. Finally, two models for the switch are developed to fit 

the observed data. 
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CHAPI'ER 1 

INI'RODUCTION 

1.1 Pulse Power Switch Requirements 

During the last decade, there has been an increasing need 

for submegavolt, multichannel switches for electrical energy transfer 

in various pulse power applications, such as fast discharge laser 

systems. In order to achieve efficient operation and high output 

beam quality in multiatmosphere gas lasers, the production of volume 

glow dicharges is necessary. (l) (2) <3> For this purp:>se, a transfer 

s-tvitch with low-inductance is required between the pulse forming 

network and the laser electrodes. In principle, inductance of the 

switch can be reduced to an acceptable level with intense multi

channeling. It is known that the presence of a dielectric surface 

in the vicinity of a pa.ir of spark gap electodes usually enhances 

multichanneling (as will be shown later on), therefore a surface 

discharge switch seems to be appropriate. 

Another desirable characteristic of the switch is a small 

jitter time. Since the laser gas must be preionized just before 

overvolting occurs, a precise knowledge of the switch closing time 

1 
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is important for triggering the preionizer at the proper moment. (4) 

The above requirement in general can be satisfied with high holdoff 

voltages. However, this usually means that a fast voltage charging 

rate is necessary and the performance of the switch is then limited 

by the fastest charging rate attainable. For this reason, an 

optimum design of the switch appears to be essential. 

1.2 Multichannel Surface Spark Gap 

Figure 1 illustrates a multichannel surface discharge spark 

gap (MSG) as developed by the National Research Council of Canada 

(NRC). (5) One advantage of this switch is its simplicity of 

construction. The switch element is made of ordinary PC board 

with copper etched away to fo:rm the desired gap spacing. The 

entire unit is assembled with 0-ring and high strength-insulating 

bolts for high pressure operation. The particular switch used in 

this experiment has a length of 66cm and a gap separation of 1.25 

cm. 

The basic factors involved in spark gap design are the 

internal geometry, the electrode and substrate material, the 

gas medium and its pressure, the voltage charging rate, the load 

characteristics, the repetition rate and the lifetime. (6) An 

experimental switch was constructed in such a way that it allows 
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certain amount of adjustments in some of the above design parameters. 

The effects of these parameters on the performance of the switch 

can then be investigated using this device. A cross sectional view 

of the switch is shown in Figure 2. The perspex top piece of the 

switch is removable so that everything inside can be easily accessed 

from above. Different dielectric substrates and electrodes of 

various materials and shapes can then be put into the device. 

Gap spacing and electrode-substrate separation·are also adjustable. 

Finally, the device can withstand a maximum gas pressure of at 

least 80 Psi so that the performance over a wide range of pressure 

can be tested. 

1.3 General Outline of the Study 

The main purr::ose of this study is to obtain a better 

understanding of multichannel surface switches so that the present 

design can be improved. The study is divided into three parts, 

namely, examination of the surface discharge phenomena, switch 

evaluation and lifetime testing, and modeling of the switch. 

In Chapter 2, a number of experiments which examines the physical 

processes involved in surface discharges under single channel 

static breakdown conditions is described. Different dielectric 

materials are examined to attempt to establish material dependences. 

The electrical performance of the NRC switch is investigated in 
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Chapter 3. The lifetime and the feasibility of extending it are 

studied using the experimental device. A brief description of the 

test assembly, moni taring system, and high-voltage measurement 

techniques is also included in the chapter. In Chapter 4, two 

m::xlels for the switch are presented. One of them is developed 

from an engineering p'.)int of view and the other one is based UPJn 

gas breakdown theory. Finally, observations and results from the 

arove studies are summarized and conclusions are dravv.n in Chapter 

5. 
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CHAPI'ER 2 

STATIC BREAKCOWN EXPERIMENTS 

2.1 Physical Processes Involved in Surface Discharge 

The physics of dielectric surf ace discharge phenomena 

is not well understood at the present. However, it is generally 

accepted that two essential conditions are required for a discharge 

channel to occur. They are (i) the supply of initial electrons 

and (ii) the fo:rrnation of a high charge density conducting path 

between the two electrcxles. For a self-breakdown gap, both 

conditions are strongly affected by the applied electric field 

strength and its configuration. The presence of a dielectric 

surface near the gap, which can p:>ssibly mcxlify the field, \NOuld 

therefore be expected to have an effect on the dicharge phenomena. 

A m:rrnber . of different processes may be involved at the same time 

in causing field distortion and these include the following: (?) 

(A) Geometry effect 

(B) Polarization effect 

(C) Surface conductivity effect 

(D) Surface trapped charge effect 

(E) Space charge effect 
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As an example of field distortion, the effect due to the 

presence of a metal strip is considered. The field configuration 

around a pair of single electrodes alone is shown in Figure 3(b). 

In Figures 3(c) and 3(d), the distorted fields caused by a 

PJSitively biased metal strip with two different 9 ratios are 
r 

shown. It can be seen from the diagrams that the field intensity 

surrounding the cathode has been considerably enhanced and that 

distortion is more effective when the 9 ratio is large. Figures 
r 

3(e) and 3(f) illustrate the cases with an unbiased metal strip. 

For a large enough 9 ratio, it is observed that the field between 
r 

the electrodes and the metal strip is much stronger than that 

between the electrodes themselves. All of the above diagrams 

are obtained by employing field sketching method. (S) 

If a dielectric surface is present instead of a metal one, 

similar effect would be expected. However, the actual field 

configuration must be detennined by the above mentioned processes. 

In the following section, the effect of each process will be 

investigated individually. 

2.2 Experiments and Results 

Several experiments were taken to study the different 

effects mentioned ear lier. All of these experiments were carried 
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out under static self-break.down condition with single spark 

channels. Hence neither the multichannel switch nor the pulse 

forming network was employed in this part of the study. Instead, 

a pair of copper electrodes with dimensions of 10 x _l x Q_. l cm 

and having one end rounded in shape was used to form the spark 

gap. The electrode separation, d, was set at 1.25 cm. All 

measurements were made at atmospheric pressure with a relative 

humidity between 50 to 59 percent. Uniform electric fields were 

also assumed in the calculations. The experiments are described 

as follows: 

(A) Geometry effect: 

This experiment was set up to study the distance dependence 

of the field distortion. The static breakdown voltage, V , was s 

measured for different distances between the electrodes and the 

dielectric surface (r) and for different materials. Figure 4 

shows the deviation from the air break.down field caused by the 

presence of a dielectric (6E) as a function of r for teflon, 

quartz, and sintered oxide. It was observed that the static 

breakdown field dropped considerably when the dielectric surface 

was set at a small distance away from the electrodes. Other 

materials being examined showed similar behaviour and these 

include plastic, perspex, PPG glass, bakelite and copper. It 

was also observed that the maximum field deviation, which occUJa:ed 
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at arout r = 3 cm in all cases, seemed to be much rrore pronounced 

for materials with higher surface conductivity. Furthenrore, 

less oscillations in distance dependence were observed for higher 

conductivity materials. 

(B) Polarization effect: 

The effect of dielectric polarization was studied in 

two different experiments. In the first one, the static breakdown 

voltage of the single electrode spark gap described earlier was 

measured with different dielectric materials in contact (r = 0 cm) • 

The results are shown in Figure S(a). In the second experiment, 

the gap voltage was set at a value that was slightly less than 

the static breakdovvn voltage in air. A dielectric material was 

put far away from the electrodes so that field distortion effect 

was not strong enough to cause breakdown to occur at that distance. 

Then the distance was decreased until breakdown has occurred and 

the value of r was recorded. This value is denoted as the breakdown 

separation, rB. The procedures were repeated for different dielectrics. 

Results are shovvn in Figure S(b). In both experiments, the measured 

data scattered considerably and no definite relationship was 

observed. However, it appears that the breakdown distance increases 

as the dielectric constant goes up. 
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(C) Surface conductivity effect: 

The PllrIX'Se of this experiment was to investigate the effect 

of surface conductivity on field distortion and hence on breakdown 

voltage. The experiment procedures were exactly the same as 

those in (B) except that the results were plotted against surface 

resistivity of the dielectrics. Again, Figures 6 (a) and 6 (b) 

show that the data are quite scattered and no significant conclusions 

may be drawn from them. 

(D) Surface charge effect: 

This experiment was set up to detennine the influence 

of the applied field on the surface trapped charge density. 

The charge density was measured by a metal mesh collector and 

an electrometer. With a 400 V/cm field applied perpendicular 

to the dielectric surface, negative charges were sprayed on one 

surface until the charge density has reached a stable state. 

The field was then switched off and the surface charge density 

measured. The average change in charge density was found to be 

about 8%. 

(E) Space charge effect: 

In this experiment, the type of charges accumulated on 

a dielectric surface after it has been exp)Sed to D.C. discharge 

was studied. The surface charge density was measured before 
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and after the surface has been put at a distance of 2 nm away 

from a continuous D. C. spark for a period of one minute. The 

charges accumulated on the surf ace was found to be predominantly 

positive. 

2.3 Discussion 

The results obtained from the above experiments indicate 

that the underlying physics for surface discharges is extremely 

complicated even for the case of a single spark channel and under 

static self-breakdown situation. However, it appears that the 

field distortion plays the major role in the discharge phenomena. 

In general, the geometry effect, the p:>larization effect and 

the surface conductivity effect determine the charge distribution 

on the dielectric surface. The presence of additional charges 

such as surf ace trapped and space charges further complicates 

the field configuration. Each of the above processes contributes 

a part to the total effect. However, it is experimentally 

difficult to isolate individual effect from the others. This 

may explain the oscillatory results in Figure 4 and the scattered 

data in Figures 5 and 6. To illustrate this point more clearly, 

the following case is considered: 

It has been shown that positive charges are accumulated 
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on the dielectric surface after it has been e.xi;:osed to D.C. 

discharges. A dielectric with r:ositive charges uniformly 

distributed on its surface would prcxluce field distortion similar 

to that by a r:ositively biased metal strip as shown in Figures 

3(c) and 3(d). In either case, electric field surrounding the 

cathode is enhanced. For the case of a dielectric with high 

surface conductivity, redistribution of surface charges according 

to the external field may occur and the field configuration 

would therefore deviate from that in Figures 3(c) and 3(d). 

It is im:r::ortant to note that charge mobility is limited to the 

surface charges only, i.e., a dielectric is an insulator and no 

free electrons exist inside the bulk material. Instead, :r::olarization 

of dielectric molecules occurs and the situation is somewhat 

similar to that of an unbiased metal plate as shown in Figures 

3(e) and 3(f). Finally, as mentioned before, the degree of field 

distortion depends very much on the geometry or the 9 ratio as 
r 

illustrated in Figure 3. It is obvious that all of the above 

effects are involved at the same time and description of the 

electric field in terms of a single effect only is impossible. 

The above discussion has indicated that independent study 

of each process involved in surface discharge is extremely 

difficult. The fact that some of the inconclusive nature of 

the experimental results rray well be due to this reason. 
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Nevertheless, the combined effect on static breakdown field as 

a function of r as illustrated in Figure 4 is still a very useful 

piece of infonnation. This will become clear when the surface 

discharge phenomena is studied under pulse charging condition as 

described in the next chapter. 



CHAPrER 3 

HIGH-VOLTAGE PULSE BREAKDJWN EXPERIMENTS 

3.1 Resistive load Test Assembly 

The multichannel switch is inserted into the resistive 

load test assembly for the examination of its perfonnance. A 

high-voltage D.C. p::>wer supply charges up the storage capacitor 

through a series of current limiting resistors up to a maximum 

voltage of 100 kV. When the capacitor voltage reaches the 

breakdown voltage of the single channel spark gap (SSG), the 

spark gap will fire and discharges the capacitor almost .irmnediately. 

This process generates a high-voltage pulse with very fast 

risetirne (about 100 ns in the present case) and,therefore the 

above circuit is called the Pulse Forming Network (PFN). Nitrogen 

and SF 6 are the recorru:nended gases to be used for the SSG. The 

self-breakdov.m voltage of the SSG is controlled by the gas pressure 

selected. Furthennore, the components of the PFN are usually 

inmersed in transfonner oil for high-voltage operation. 

The generated pulse is then fed to the multichannel surface 

spark gap by means of a water transmission line. Same perfonnance 

19 
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has been rep::>rted for ceramic capacitor, oil, water and ethylene 

glycol transmission lines. (4) In this study, water, which has a 

dielectric constant of 80, is ultilized due to its capability 

of high-voltage operation and availablility. Since the two parallel 

copper plates of the transmission line are only a few centimeters 

apart from each other, the use of deionized water is essential 

in preventing flashover to occur. It is also necessary to recycle 

the deionized water continuously as water resistance between the 

two copper plates can drop from about 2 kD to only 200 s-G·within 

a few hours if recycling is not being done. The characteristic 

impedence of the water transmission line is found to be 1.35 n 

for a plate separation (d ) of 2.5 cm and the corresponding w 

transit time is calculated to be about 27 ns. 

As the high-voltage pulse reaches the MSG, p::>tential 

difference starts to build up across the spark gap electrodes 

until breakdown occurs. Then the voltage across the MSG collapses 

and energy is dumped into the resistive load rapidly. The load 

is made up of copper sulphate solution with two copper electrodes 

separated by a few centimeters apart. The advantages of using 

copper sulphate resistors are that they can absorb a large amount 

of energy quietly and safely, and that they have a resistive 

resp::)Ilse into the several hundred megacycles region. ( 10) The 

disadvantage is that it is very difficult to measure their resistances 
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correctly because of the insulating films that fanned on the 

electodes. 

3.2 Monitoring System 

The two basic qu.antities that are of interest in an 

electrical circuit are, of course, voltage and current. In 

the present case, the voltage wavefonn measured at the output 

of the transmission line reveals infonnation such as risetime 

of the charging pulse and the holdoff voltage of the MSG. 

Current is measured as the voltage drop across the resistive 

load and provides infonnation about the energy delivery character

istic of the switch. In either case, the voltage wavefonn must 

be attenuated at least ten thousand times before it can be displayed 

on an ordinary oscilloscope. Once again, copper sulphate voltage 

divider is employed here for its advantages as explained before. 

This divider will attenuate the signal to a level that a high

voltage probe with peak voltage capability of 20 kV can be used. 

The probe, which has a resistive input impedence of about 3 kst, 

was claimed to have a risetime of less than 50 psec when it is 

matched into a 50 st load. (ll) Further attenuation is obtained by 

using ordinary 10 x attenuators to bring the voltage within the 

range of the oscilloscope employed. 
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Besides the above electrical measurement system, there is 

also an optical measurement system involved. A fibre optic cable 

collects some of the light output of the surf ace spark channels 

and guides it down to a fast photodetector. The shape of the light 

pulse can then be displayed on the oscilloscope after it has been 

converted into an electrical signal. The risetime of the photo

detector is less than 100 psec. Both the electrical (voltage) 

and optical (light output) signals can be displayed on the Tektronix 

7834 scope at the same time and their phase relationship may be 

studied. Further details will be given in Section 3.4. 

Finally, there is an electronic counter which would register 

the number of shots fired on the MSG. This infonnation is imp::>rtant 

for the lifetime study of the switch. The counter operates by 

picking up the electromagnetic radiation generated from the sparks 

when the MSG fires. 

3.3 High-Voltage Measurement Techniques 

In high-voltage measurements, electromagnetic interference 

is usually a problem. Noise reaching the deflection system of the 

scope by different paths causes the display to be far different 

from the original waveform being measured. In general, distorted 

signals may be the result of one or rrore of the following modes 
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f 
. . (12) o noise generation: 

(A) Pick-ups through air: 

Electromagnetic radiation generated by the system is usually 

picked up by cables and by the scope itself to cause a distorted 

wavefo:rm in high-voltage measurements. The problem can be avoided 

by putting the scope inside a Faraday cage and by moving the cage 

farther away from the radiating circuitry. All cables going into 

the scope should be shielded properly to reduce the noise. 

(B) Power-line pick-ups: 

Another way that the system generated noise can reach the 

scope is through its own p:>wei-line ( < 30 MHz) . This type of noise 

may be easily isolated when everything is perfectly shielded and 

when the scope input has been disconnected. The noise can be 

suppressed by conventional RFI (Padio-Frequency Interference) p:>wer-

line filters. The filter is usually rnormted on the outside of 

the Faraday cage so that the noise will be attenuated before entering . 

the shielding cage. 

(C) Pick-up loops: 

Every effort should be made to make sure that the entire 

system is grounded at a single rx>int and that the areas of any 

pick-up loops present are small if they cannot be eliminated. 
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Multiple grounding of the circuitry creates cable shield currents =· 

which will cause a voltage drop across the inner surface of the 

shield. This voltage drop is then superimposed upon the original 

signal inside the coaxial cable system and hence distorts the wave-

fo:rm. To eliminate this problem, all wires and cables should flow 

as if they are along the trunk and branches of a tree, and they 

should be tapped together closely. This type of arrangement is 

sometimes known as the 'tree wiring methc:x:i'. (lO) Figure 8 illustrates 

how the methc:x:i is employed in the present system. 

3.4 Switch Performance 

There are two time phases that are of importance in the 

evaluation of the multichannel switch. The first phase extends 

from the time when the SSG fires (t = O) to the time the MSG 

starts to close (t =tr). The second phase extends from t to 
r 

the time when the current going into the load reaches its first 

maximum (t = t + t. ) . The switch performance can be defined in 
r i 

terms of the holdof f characteristics in the first phase and the 

energy delivery characteristics in the second. 

The quantities of interest in the holdoff region are the 

holdoff voltage V and the voltage risetime t . Holdoff voltage m r 

is defined as the maximum voltage that occur across the transmission 
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line output. It is desirable to have as high a holdoff voltage as 

possible so that a large amount of power can be transferred. At 

the same time, t should remain long enough so that the voltage 
r 

charging rate can still be achieved. Both V and t were measured m r 

for the NRC switch under different conditions. The experimental 

results are given in Figures 9, 10 and 11. A transmission line 

plate separation of 2.5 an and a load resistance of 3 n were employed 

throughout the measurements. 

The effects of the D.C. charging voltage v0 on V and t m r 

are shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b) respectively. It is observed 

that Vm stays nore or less constant over a wide range of values 

of v0 . On the other hand, tr seems to decrease slowly with increasing 

applied voltage. Figure 10 shows the effect of P on V and it 
m 

is observed that V increases rapidly with pressure at lower pressures m 

and then remains nore or less a constant for pressures exceeding 

about 30 PsiG. The effect of MSG pressure on tr can be deduced from 

Figure 9(b) directly. 

a certain value of v0 . 

In general, t is increasing with pressure for 
r 

The above results have suggested that a 

high gas pressure is desirable for obtaining both a high holdoff 

voltage and a long risetime. The case can be illustrated more 

clearly by plotting tr against Vm for different MSG pressures as 

shown in Figure 11, It has been reported previously that V t 2 is mr 

a constant for a given pressure of gas. <
5

> <
9

> Experiment results 
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presented in Figure l2 seem to confirm that this is the case. 

The observed relationship appears to be in accordance with a 

physical m::>del given in Section 4.2. 

In the energy delivery time danain, the quantities to be 

measured are the number of channels N, the maximum current i and m 

its risetime t., and the relative phases between V(t) and i (t). 
1 

Figure l3 shows N as a function of v0 for different MSG pressures. 

The experiment reveals that intense multichanneling can be achieved 

by increasing the D.C. charging voltage from 30 to 80 kV with 

proper adjustment of pressure. This is again in agreement with 

previous reports. (_S) <9> As N decreases with P, a lOW'er nitrogen 

pressure would be desirable for mul tichanneling. However, it has 

also been found earlier that a higher P is favourable for holdof f 

characteristics. In addition, while a large v0 is essential for 

.:intense multicharmeling, it also means that a smaller t is obtained. 
r 

Hence a compromise must be made in order to achieve an optiinum 

switch performance. 

The phase relationship between V(t) and i(t) is illustrated 

in Figure 14(a). The measurements are obtained with the experimental 

switch used for life testing as will be discussed in detail in the 

next section. The substrate employed is quartz. other experiment 

conditions are as follows: 



d = 3.5 cm w 

~ = 1 rt 

P = 15 PsiG 

V = -50 kV 
0 
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From Figure 14(a), it can be seen that current starts rising when 

the voltage begins to collapse. The voltage and the current are 

therefore exactly 90 degrees out of phase at the moment when break-

down occurs. One can consider the phase difference as being caused by 

an inductive element in the circuit. In fact, the MSG can be think 

of as a resistor and an inductor in series. Before breakdown occurs, 

the resistance is infinite and the inductance assumes some arbitrary 

value. When breakdown occurs, the resistance drops rapidly down 

to a few ohms and current starts flowing. Both the resistance and 

the inductance are functions of time and decrease as the conducting 

channels ~expand ·to .·become larger in cross section. Figure 14 (b) shows 

the calculated impedence as a function of time. (l3) It is observed 

that the discharge impedence drops from infinity down to about 10 ohms 

in less than 40 ns. The resistance and the inductance time functions, 

however, cannot be separated from each other using the above infonnation. 

Nevertheless, discharge impedence does provide a way of characterizing 

the switch and hence allows meaningful comparison of perfonnance 

measurements. 

The light output of the spark channels are collected by an 

.. 
~-:-_ . -,.. - .... --~. ;-·" -· ~ 
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optical fibre and after being converted into an electrical signal 

by a fast photodetector, the waveform can be displayed on the scope. 

A typical light pulse is shown in Figure 15. Since the acceptance 

angle of the fibre is small, only light emitting from a certain 

length of the spark gap will be collected. Therefore the arnpli tude 

of the displayed pulse depends very much on the location of the spark 

channels and carries little significant infonnation. The duration 

of the light pulse should corresJ;X>nd to the time period in which the 

switch is closed. Figure 15 suggests that the spark gap remained 

closing for approximately 4 µs. In addition, the waveform of the 

light pulse may also describe the electrical energy transfer time 

function since light itself is a form of energy. Finally, a scope 

picture showing the phase relationship for voltage, current, and 

light is given in Figure 16. Both current and light start to appear 

just after the voltage has reached a maximum as expected. 

3.5 Life Testing 

Another factor that must be taken into consideration in 

the switch design is the lifetime of the device. An experimental 

switch described earlier is used to study this aspect. Each of the 

substrate samples is inserted into the experimental switch and 

examined before and after the switch has been operated for 10,000 

shots under the following conditions: 
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The total energy switched during each test is calculated to be 

2 x 106 J. 

Lifetime of the substrates is studied in tenTlS of the 

surface erosion and the degradation in performance. The surface 

erosion seems to have been caused by melting and evai:orating as 

well as ion sputtering. (l4) The amount of material being removed 

per 100 kJ for each substrate is given in Table 1. It appears 

that quartz suffers the least amount of surface damage arrong the 

samples. This is not too suprising as the melting tnint of quartz 

is comparatively higher than the other materials studied. In contrary 

to the substrate erosion, the electrode erosion seems to be acceptable. 

Only 0.1 mm3 of brass material is removed per 100 kJ switched. For the 

studying of perfonnance degradation, the holdoff voltage, the static 

breakdown voltage (at one atrn of nitrogen), and the number of 

discharge channels are all measured before and after the 10,000 

shots. In general, both V and V drop only slightly while N m s 

decreases significantly after each test. For PC board and sintered 

oxide samples, resistive coatings are fanned on the substrate surface 

and V cannot be measured (i.e. the substrates behave like linear s 
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resistors and breakdown does not occur). Quartz is once again found 

to be the best among the samples (see Table 1). 

From the above results, an insulating material with evaporat-

ion and sputtering rate of at least one order of magnitude lower than 

that of quartz seems to be required for an acceptable lifetime of, 

7 say, 10 shots. Another alternative would be to se_parate the sub-

strate from the electrodes by some distance so that direct contact 

of the surface with the plasma channels may be avoided. However, it 

has been shown in the previous chapter that the static breakdown 

voltage is considerably reduced when the substrate is placed at a 

small distance from the electrodes. In order to observe what the 

effect might be on multichannel operation in the pulse breakdown 

case, an experiment is carried out with PC board to measure N for 

various substrate-electrode separations. The results are shown in 

Figure 17. It is seen that the m:rrnber of channels decreases from 

15 to about 4 when the substrate is noved from 0 to 5 mm away from 

the electrodes. This observation explains why less channels are 

obtained after surf ace erosion has taken place in the lifetime 

experiments. In addition, since the number of channels remained 

at 4 after the PC board is completely removed, it is concluded that 

the substrate has practically no effect on multichanneling when it 

is placed at nore than 5 mm away from the electrodes. It is also 

interesting to point out that different dielectric samples were 
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shown to be able to induce static breakdown when placed at a distance 

varying from 0 to 10 nm away from the electrodes {see Figures S{b) 

and 6{b)). 

The above observations suggest that a small substrate

electrode separation may be used to minimize substrate damage 

without considerably affecting the switch performance. An experiment 

is carried out to look into the feasiblity of this arrangement. 

Sintered oxide substrate is kept at 2 nm below the electrcrles 

and 10,000 shots are accumulated under the same conditions as 

before. Little difference in perfonna.nce from the previous 

sintered oxide experiment is found. However, the degree of 

substrate surf ace damage is observed to be much less for the 

present case. This suggests that the idea may indeed be used to 

extend the lifetime of the switch. 
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A Typical Light Pulse 
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(a) Voltage Waveform 

(b) Current Waveform 

(c) Light Pulse Waveform 
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SUBSTRATE Vrn(KV) V
5

(KV} N Material 
Initial Fj,nal Initial Fj,nal Initial Final Removed 

3 mm '/_10 OK,J 

PC Board 68.0 62.0 20 10M$"2 15 4 22.0 

. 
Bare 
Ceramic 65.3 63.0 22 20 10 6 5.0 

Sintered 
Oxide 76.8 69.1 18 22M$"2 8 5 7.0 

Quartz 61.4 58.8 18 17 10 9 4.0 

Teflon 56.0 56.0 19 18 12 8 30.0 

Brass - - - - - .,.. 0.1 
Anode 

TABLE 1 Life testing results of various substrates and brass electrodes. 

N 

15 

10 

Initial readings were taken after ten shots of approximately 200J 
pulses while final readings were taken after 10,000 shots. Total 
energy switched during test was 2.106J. 

FIGURE 17 N Versus r 



CHAPrER 4 

MJDELING OF MULTICHANNEL SWI'IOI 

4.1 ·Engineering Model 

The modeling of the switch will be done in two different 

ways. The first rocdel follows the electrical engineering approach. 

The switch is being treated as a black box and is assumed to be 

replaceable by ideal circuit com1xments. With all other external 

circuit parameters defined, network analysis can be used to deter-

mine voltages and currents at various ];X)ints of the circuit. The 

second model attempts to cover the underlying physics involved 

and is to be discussed in the next section. Only the engineering 

model will be dealt with at this moment. 

Figure 18(a) gives the equivalent circuit for the resistive 

load test assernbl y. (lS) The water transmission line is replaced by a 

capacitor c2. This is justified by the fact that the transit time 

of 27 ns is shorter than the pulse charging time of at least 100 ns. 

As discussed before, the MSG can be considered as an inductor (L2) 

and a resistor (~) in series. (l6) In general, the inductance and 

the resistance vary with time as the plasma channel expands and 

43 
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changes in diameter. Both quantities decrease rapidly after s
2 

closes (t = t
0

) as expected. It is assumed that ~ jumps from 

infinity to 0.4 ohm at t = t 0 and then increases slowly back to 

infinity. The exact fo:rrns for ~ (t) and L
2 

(t) cannot be determined 

directly. For calculation purp::>se, the following forms are assumed 

(see also Figure 18): 

t - t 0 
~(t) =RO exp( T ) 

R 
(1) 

t - t 0 L2 (t) = L exp(- ) 
0 TL 

(2) 

In this study, ~(t) is assumed to be the same in every case and 

the effects of varying L
0 

and TR are examined. By defining 

LP = 1t + L2 ( t) 

RP=~+ ~(t) 

and 

one can write down irrrnediately for the circuit, 

di . ql q2 
L1 d--tl + R1 l + - + - = O 1 c

1 
c

2 

L di3 . q2 
p dt + R l - - = 0 p 3 c2 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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The above equations can be rearranged to obtain a set of first 

order differential equations: 

ili:2 
dt = -

~l = - il dt 

£g2 = 
dt 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Such a system of equations can be easily solved by numerical 

methods. A computer program employing the fourth order Runge-

Kutta method and the Adams-Moulton method is written for this 

purpose. Further details can be found in Appendices B and C. 

The boundary conditions are defined as follows: 

t < 0, roth sl and 82 are opened. 

t = O, 81 closes and 82 remains opened. 

(v0 is the D.C. charging voltage) 



s2 closes and s1 re:mains closed 

q2 = Q - ql 

il = i2 

i3 = 0 
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It is noted that t 0 is chosen so that Va(t0) is the maximum voltage 

achievable (vmich is necessary for maximum power transfer). The 

other circuit parameters are defined as below unless othe:rwise 

SfleCified: 

c
1 

= 10-7 F -8 
(d = 3.5 cm) c2 = 2.4 x 10 F w 

R = 1 1 n L = 1 66.7 nH 

RO = 0.4 n L = 0 36.45 nH 

~= 1 n 1L = 0 nH 

T = R 
1 µs T = L 0.5 µs 

Two voltage measurements are of particular interest and 

they are Va(t) across the output ends of the transmission line 

and Vb (t) across the dummy load resistor. These two voltage wave

forms are calculated for v0 = -60 kV and the effects of varying 

L0 and TL are illustrated in Figures 19 and 20 resflectively. 

Figure 19 shows that the current risetime (i.e. that of Vb (t)) 

and the energy delivery time is much smaller vmen L
0 

is decreased 

from 50 nH to 10 nH. It can be seen from Figure 20 that the 
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e-folding time for L2 (t) also has an effect on the damping of 

the voltages. The arove calculations hence confirm the fact 

that a low inductance and a short inductive phase is desirable 

for switch design. 

It is also noticed that the general shapes of the voltages 

calculated are quite similar to those observed in the experiments 

(see also Figures 14 and 16). This implies that the experimentally 

determined waveforms may be generated numerically with proper 

definitions of L2 (t) and R2 (t). However, this cannot be done in 

practice due to the infinite combinations of L2 and ~ that are 

p'.)ssible. Nevertheless, the model is still quite useful in predicting 

qualitatively the effects on switch performance when one or more 

of the circuit :parameters are being varied. 

4. 2 Physical Model_ 

Unlike the engineering model, the physical model for the 

switch is to be derived from the basic theories of gas breakdown 

mechanisms. The present rnodel covers only the holdoff phase of 

the breakdown process and takes into account of only a single 

channel. However, since the channel closure simultaneity of a 

multichannel switch is usually much smaller than the pulse charging 

time t , the rnodel should apply equally well for the multichannel 
r 
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case. 

Several different mechanisms of ion generation or loss 

are usuully involved in an electrical discharge. These processes 

include Ci) ion generation by electron collision, photoionization, 

positive ion collision, thennal ionization; and (ii) ion loss by 

attachment, recombination and diffusion, etc •• (l7) Arrong these 

processes, ionization by electron impact is probably the rrost 

important process in gas breakdown and is assumed to be the only 

mechanism present in the derivation of this m:x:lel. 

Figures 2l(a) and 2l(b) illustrate the current-voltage 

relationship in the pre-spark region as proposed by Townsend. (l7) 

It is assumed that the voltage is a linear function of time. 

The current in the gap increases slowly with the applied voltage 

at the beginning and then saturates at a value i 0• The saturation 

occurs because the electrons and positive ions drift to the 

electrodes much faster than they can be replaced in the gas. 

Jf the voltage is increased beyond Vs' the current rises expon

entially until a spark qccurs. It is suggested by Townsend that 

the sudden increase in current is due to the ionization of gas 

by electron in an unifonn field. The dotted line represents 

the velocity curve if there were no electron collision. In the 
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case with collisions, the electron will give up its kinetic energy 

to excite and/or to ionize the gas molecule. The collision is 

therefore an inelastic one and the electron velocity will drop 

to zero (at least approximately) after each collision. For voltages 

smaller than V , electrons do not gain enough kinetic energy between s 

collisions to cause ionization of gas molecules. As the voltage 

increases, electrons are accelerated more and more between collisions 

until their velocity reaches v., the minimum velocity required to 
l 

provide sufficient energy for ionization, and electron avalanche 

or multiplication may occur from then on. The voltage at which 

vi is reached for the first time is denoted by Vs. It is obvious 

that V also corresp:mds to the static breakdown voltage of the s 

gap (i.e. the rnin.llnurn voltage for breakdown to occur). As the 

electrons are moving toward the anode, the p:>sitive ions generated 

by collisions are accelerated in the opposite direction. Emission of 

secondary electrons f rorn the cathode may then be caused by the 

bombardment of these p:>sitive ions. Townsend's criterion for break-

down requires a new electron to be generated for every electron 

arriving at the anode and that the total number of electrons in 

the gap stays the same. The occurance of secondary electrons would 

therefore quickly satisfy the above criterion and a self-substaining 

discharge is obtained. The voltage at which breakdown occurs is 

denoted by V . Figure 2l(b) indicates that current increases exr::onm 

entially to infinity when breakdown occurs. In actual practice, the 
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size of the current is limited by external circuit parameters. 

When a steady voltage greater than V is applied between s 

a pair of electrodes, current does not start flowing imnediately. 

The time elapses between the instant of application of the voltage 

and the appearance of an initial electron in the gap is called 

the statistical time lag ( T ) • Another time period is required s 

for the initial electron to start the ionization process that leads 

to a self-substaining discharge across the gap. This time period 

is called the formative time lag ( T f) • The sum of these two time 

lags is the total time lag T. In the following derivation of the 

rrodel, Ts is assumed to be much smaller than Tf so that T is approxi

mately equal to Tf. (lO) 

According to the Townsend theory, the fonnative time lag 

depends mainly on the transit time of a positive ion from anode to 

cathode (electron transit time is negligible due to its higher 

nobility). However, it is found that the total time lag for break-

down at high pressure can be much less than the p::>sitive ion transit 

time. The discrepancy can be explained by the proposal of a streamer 

mechanism. (lS) The theory suggest that if the space charge produced 

by electron avalanche distorts the field sufficiently, auxiliary 

avalanches can be formed by photoionization in the space charge 

region. The positive space charge can therefore be extended rapidly 

toward the cathode to form a streamer. The entire process occurs 
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very fast and hence it can be assumed that the total time lag is 

equal to the time for an electron to travel from the cathode to 

the anode. 

In Figure 2l(c), each of the shaded areas represents the 

distance travelled by an electron between successive collisions 

and is assumed to be equal to a mean free path 1'm. The sum of 

the shaded areas within the time interval ( t --r, t ) must therefore 
r r 

equal to the electrode separation d. The shaded areas can be 

approximated by perfect triangles as shown in Figure 22. An 

average velocity can then be defined for each time interval between 

collisions, 6.t., 
J 

v{t.) = 
J 

6.t. 
v{t. + ....J

2 
) 

1 
2 

where j = 1,2,3, •..•• ,n 

For a linear charging rate, 

v 
m 

V(t) = t t 
r 

,O~t~t r 

the electron acceleration is then given by 

a(t) = ~ E(t) = 
eVm 

mdt ) t 
r 

(10) 

(11) 

{12) 
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f o ~ 
(.Av) 



where e is the electr6nic charge and 

m is the rest mass of an electron. 

But 
Lit. 

tj+T 
= j a(t) 

Lit. 
t 

_ _J,. 

j 2 

Integrating gives, 

dt -

\n 
v(t .) 

J 

Substituting into eq. (10) and rearranging te:r:ms, 
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(13) 

(14) 

Now for (t -T) < t < t , Lit. << T and the following approximation 
r r J 

can be made, 

tr 

; V<tj> l'itj '?! J V<t> <lt c1s> 

t -T r 

where ~ represents the sumnation of distances travelled between 
J 

collisions in the time interval (tr-T'tr). 

From }:x)undary condition, 

l: -. v(t.) Lit. = d 
J J J 

(16) 
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Combining equations (12), (15), (16) and integrating, 

~ l-~ ( eVm )J ~ { t 3/2 - (t - T) 3/2} = d (17) 
3 2 nrlt r r 

r 

An impulse ratio is defined as follows: 

vm 
R = -- = v s 

t 
r 

t - T 
r 

Substituting into eq. (17) obtains 

(1 - R-3/2) t 3/2 = d 
r 

Squaring both sides and rearranging terms, 

(18) 

(19) 

Assmning that the (1 - R-312)2 term is approximately a constant 

for a given gas pressure, then eq. (19) becomes, 

2 V t ~ constant = A mr 
(20) 

This appears to be in agreement with experiment results obtained 

before. (see Figure 12) 
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All of the parameters in equation (19) can be measured 

directly except \n· At one atm of nitrogen, V for the NRC switch 
s 

was measured to be about 15 kV. Hence A. can be evaluated for m 

atnospheric pressure using previous experiment results. The average 

value of \n thus obtained is 7.1 x 10-6 cm. This number appears 

to be a fairly reasonable one. The constant A in eq. (20) can also 

be determined and is found to be 1.2 kV-µs 2 for one atm of N2• 

In addition, since \n varies inversely with gas pressure, A is 

expected·to increase as pressure rises. Figure 12 again confirms 

that this is the case: the slope of the straight lines increases 

with MSG pressure. 

A formula for the jitter time can also be derived from eq. (19). 

Figure 19(a) gives the definition of 6t in tenns of the voltage 

jitter 6V: 

(21) 

Substituting eq. (19) into eq. (21) gives 

(22) 

Figure 23 gives the calculated 6t for P = 0 PsiG. Once again, 

the theory fits the experimental results rather nicely. 
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The present model is no doubt an oversimplified one. 

In real practice, several mechanisms are taking place at the 

same time during the breakdown process and more complicated 

theories must therefore be employed to describe the phenomena 

in detail. However, this elementary model is quite capable in 

predicting some of the results observed in the experiments. 



5.1 Sumna.ry of Results 

CHAPI'ER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

The effects of the presence of a dielectric surface is 

studied in two different cases. For the single channel D.C. case, 

the dielectric has been shown to lower the static breakdown voltage 

in air considerably when it is placed at a small distance away 

from the electrodes. In the pulse breakdown case, it is found that 

the dielectric surface enhanced multichanneling in a long gap. 

It is believed that these two effects may be related directly to 

each other with better understanding of the surface discharge phenom

ena. An attempt of establishing dependences of experimental data 

on material properties in the static case turns out to be a failure. 

No definite conclusions can be drawn from the measurements although 

same general trends are still observed. However, this does not 

mean that surface discharge does not depend on these material proper

ties but rather that a number of processes are involved at the same 

time. These processes all contribute to detennine the external field 

and the resulting field configuration is a complicated one. The 

establishment of dependence on a single process is therefore extremely 
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difficult if not at all impossible. 

The NRC switch is used to study the effects of v0 on Vm' 

tr and N for different gas pressures. The relatioship between Vm 

and t is also noted. These results have indicated that a high D.C. 
r 

charging voltage and an appropriate choice of P is essential for 

intense multichanneling with high holdoff voltages. The measure-

ment of Z(t) has provided another method of characterizing the 

switch. Furthermore, the switch closing period can be detennined 

from the duration of the light output as detected by a fast photo-

detector. 

Lifetime of the switch is studied in terms of surface 

erosion and performance degradation. Quartz is found to be the 

best among the dielectric samples examined in both categories. 

However, for extending the lifetime into 107 shots, insulating 

material with a still higher melting :r;:oint than quartz is required. 

In addition, it may also be necessary to separate the dielectric 

and the electrodes by a small distance so that damage can be reduced 

without significantly affecting the switch performance. 

An engineering model which treats the MSG as a resistor and 

an inductor in series is presented. While the measured Z(t) and the 
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detected light output may provide an estimate for R(t) and L(t), 

the exact fonn for these quantities cannot be defined. The rrod.el 

is therefore not very useful in its present form. However, it 

does suggest that a low inductance value and a short inductive 

phase are desirable. Finally, a physical nodel derived from gas 

breakdown theory predicts that V t 2 is approximately a constant. mr 

This relationship is observed experimentally with the NRC switch. 

The mean free path of collision is detennined to be 7.1 x 10-6 cm 

at one atm of N2• The constant A should be as large as possible 

for providing both a high holdoff voltage and a slow charging rate. 

The rrod.el predicts that high pressure o:i;::eration of the switch is 

desirable for this purpose. Experiment results seem to confirm 

this fact. A formula for jitter time is derived and .6t is evaluated 

for .6V = 0. 01 V • Again, experiment results are in good agreement s 

with theory. 

5.2 Suggestions for Future Investigation 

The present study has provided an insight into the surface 

discharge switches. However, for optimum design and efficient oper-

ation of the switches, further investigation is neccesary. The follow-

ing areas should be examined in the future: 

(A) Gaining better understanding of surface discharge physcis, both 

in static and in pulse breakdown cases. 
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(B) Extending lifetime of switch by looking for new materials and 

by finding an optimum separation between dielectric surface and 

electrodes. 

(C) Attempting to define R(t) and L(t) explicitly. 

(D) Measuring V at higher pressures so that the physical model s 

can be further tested. 

(E) Developing a physical model for the energy delivery phase. 

The above listed studies are thought to be essential for 

improving the switch design. 



APPENDIX A 

LIST OF EQUIMENT 

Component Canpany Model Feature 

Power Supply Universal Voltronics BAL-100-2-M{0-100 kV 

0-2 marnp 

Storage Capacitor Maxwell 

Single Spark Gap Physics International 670 

Oscilloscope 

Photcx:letector 

Tektronix Inc. [ 7834 

ls45 A 

Opto-electronics Ltd. PD 10 
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0.1 µF 

60 nH 

100 psec 

risetirne 



APPENDIX B 

NUMERICAL METHODS 

A p th order differential equation can be expressed as 

a system of p first order differential equations. Let: .'Ly j repre

sents the sequence (y 
1

, y 
2 

, y 
3

, •..••• , y ) . Then each of the p 
p 

equations would assume the following form: 

Y·' = f · (t,y1 ,y2 ,y3 , ••••• ,y) = f. (t,'Ly.) 
J J p J J 

where 1 ~ j ~ p and j is an integer. 

Let y. = y. (t ) and Runge-Kutta method of the order four gives: 
J,n J n 

where A . = h f . ( t , 'Ly . ) 
J J n J,n 

h A. 
B. = h f. (t + -2 IL (y. + _2J)) 

J J n J,n 

h B. 
c. = h f. (t + -2 IL (y. + _2J)) 

J J n J,n 

c. 
D. = h f. (t + h, 'L (y. + -

2
J)) 

J J n J,n 
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and h = t - t n+l n 

The above methcxi is a self-starting one (i.e. y. +l depends only 
J ,n 

on the previous value of y. ) but is rather time consuming since 
J ,n 

f. has to be evaluated four times for each time step. Another 
J 

method, the Adams-M:)Ul ton methcxi, is therefore chosen to minimize 

the computing time. Since the latter method is not self-starting, 

Runge-Kutta method is employed for the evaluation of the initial 

four values of y. and the Adarns-M:ml ton method is then used to 
J 

carry on calculating the remaining values. The recurrence relation 

for the latter is defined as below: 

Y. 1 = y. + -2h4 {ss f.(t ,r.y. +l) - 59 f.(t 1 ,r.y. 1) J,n+ J,n J n J,n J n- J,n-

+ 37 f . ( t 2, L.y . 2) - 9 f . ( t 3 , L,y . 3 )\ J n- J,n- J n- J,n- j 

y . +l = y . + _2h4 [ 9 f . ( t +l' r,y . +l) + 19 f . ( t , r,y . ) J,n J,n J n J,n J n J,n 

- 5 f. (t l' r,y. 1) + f. (t 2 I L,Y. 2) \ J n- J,n- J n- J,n- j 

It can be seen that the Adams-Moulton method is faster because only 

two evaluations of the derivative f. is necessary in rrost cases. 
J 
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APPENDIX C 

COMPUI'ER PRCX;RAM. LISTING 

PROGRAM CIRCUIT (INPUT,OUTPJT) 

COM~ON 0(1CJ,VAR<10,1ool,Y(1Q),OER<10) ,TEMPC10,4l,XO,xs,H, 
+ NVAR,NVAR1,NSTEP,NSTEP1,NDATA,NOATA1 

COMMON /91/ R,R1,t,L1,c1,c2,c,vs,ALPHA,O~G,ANGLE,~SL,TtTO,TR, 
---· --¥-------·- + TL,RO,LO,Q - _ - - - - --- ·-- -- _ --

c 
c 

-----C 

10 

REAL R,R1,L,L1,c1,c2,ANGLE,ALPHA,OMG,ESL,Q,vs,To,c,T,TR,TL,RO, 
+ LO,LP,RP 

REAL POINTX(200),POINTY(200) 
REAL 0, VAR, Y, Y P, OE R, TE MP, XO, XS, H -- --------------·---...... ---
I NT EGER NOATA,NVAR,NSTEP 

-1 NIT IA l I ZA TI ON --·------ ·- ---- ---·--··--·----· -- ---·--------" ----- -- -·--------- . ·-- --·---· ·, 
RE A 0 i 0 ,- NV AR, N'J AT A ~--ji"---------·-·-·---.. --... --------......... -~··--'--··--------~·-· ·-·--------- -··~--- ---·- ·-------~~-~ 
FORHAT C2I1C,E10.5) 
NVAR1=NVAR+1 

___ ---····----- .... NOA T A1=NOA TA+1 
00 20 I=1,NOATA 

20 READ 30, 0(!) 

---- ----~? __ ~---~~Er A~ o~ ~5 °. 51 
-·- ··-·--- ----~-~-~==~~--=~==::=~==~~==~-~-==~--=-~------··-- -

c 
c 
C, 

100 

110 

c 
c 
c 

NSTEP=IF!X((XS-XO)/H)+1 
NSTEP1=NSTEP+1 

CALCULATE FIRST 4 POINTS BY RUNGE-KJTTA METHOD. 

DO 100 I=1,NVAR1 
Y<I>=VAR<I,U 
C Al L 0 VA R __ . _ ··------- _______ ----··--- ___ _ 
DO 110 I=1,NVA~ 
TEMP<I.,l>=DER<U 
CALL RUKU 

CALCULATE REMAINING POINTS BY ADAMS-MOULTON METHOD. 

CALL AOMO 
-- c c 

c 
------OUT PUT PLOT. 

120 

150 

.155 

160 

c 

Y0=-80000. 
YS=60000. 
CALL READY cxo,xs.,vo,vs> 
DO 120 J=1,g 
POINTY(J)=O. 
PO INT X ( J > = ( J -1 > _,,_ T Q "1 .E 919. _ --------------.. ----- ____ ------·---- . __ . ----·- -·- __ 
DO 150 J=1,NSTEP1 
POINTX(J+g>=<VARC1,Jl+TQJ•1.E9 
POINTY(J+9>=CVA~(2,J)-VA~(3,J))"0(6} 
NPLOT=NSTEP1+g 
CALL CURVE (POINTX,POINTY,NPLOT) 
DO 155 J=1t9 
T=POTNTX<Jl~1.E-9 
POINTY(J)=Q•C1.-<EXP(-ALPHA"T>•SINCOMG"T+ESLl)/ANGLEl/C2 
00 160 J=4,NSTEP 
RP=R1+RO•EXP<VARC1,J)/TR) 
LP=L1+LO"EXPC-VAR(1,J)/Tll 
POINTYCJ+6l=C<VA~(2,J+1>-VAQ(3,J+1l>-<VAR(2.,J>-VA~C3,J>l> 

+ /H•LP+(VAR(2,J>·VAR(3,J))"RP . __ . ___ _ 
NPLOT=NSTEP1+6 ' 
CALL.CURVE CPOINTX,POINTY,NPLOT) 
CALL PLOT c.1,.1,-3) -
CALL PLOT co.,o.,939) 

STOP 
ENO 
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c 

c 

120 

150 

155 
1&a 

18i) 
200 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 
20 

c 
30 

c 
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SUBROUTI '.'JE AOHO 

c OM HON 0 ( 1 0) 'v A~ ( 1 0' 1a0) , y ( 1 D) 'o= R ( 1 D) 'E MP ( 10' l+) ' x c ' x s' H' 
+ NVAR,NVAR1,NSTEP,NSTEP1,NDATA,NDATA1 

REAL Q,VAR,Y,YP,OER,TEM?,XO,XS,~ 
INTEGER NOATA,NVAR,NSTE? _ 

NITEC>=3 
DO 200 J=4,NSTEP1 
DO 120 I=2,NVAR1 
YCI>=VARCI,J}+H/24.•(55.•TEMP(I-1,4)-59.•TE~~cr-1,3)+37.• 

+ TEMPCI-1,2)-g.•f~HPCI-1,1)) 
CONTINUE 
YC1l=VA~C1,Jl+H 
DO 160 K=1,NITER 
CALL OVA~ 
00 150 I=2,NVAR1 
VARCI,J+l>=VARCI,J)+H/24.•(9.•J~RCI-1)+19.•T~MPCI-1,41-5.• 

+ TEMP(I-1,3l+TEMPCI-1,2)J 
VARC1,J+11=VARf1,J)+H 
00 155 I=1,NVAR1 
Y!Il=VARCI,J) 
CONTINUE 
CALL DVAR 
00 180 I=1,NVAR 
TEMPfI,1>=TEKP(!,2l 
TEMPCI,2>=TEMPCI,3) 
TE~PCI,3)=TEMPCI,4) 
TE!-1PCI,4J=[)ERCI> 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE BOUND 

C 0 :-t H 0 N D C 1 G ) , V A ~ C 1 D , 1 0 0 > , Y C 1 !J } , Cl : P. ( 1 0 l , T :: M P ( 1 0 , 4 > , X 0 , X S , H , 
+ NVAR,NVDR1,NSTEP,NSTEP1,NDATA,NDATA1 

COMMON /81/ R,R1,L,L1,c1,c2,c,vs,ALPHA,OMG,ANGLE,ESL,TtTO,TR, 
+ TL,RO,LO,Q 

REAL R,R1,L,L1,C1,C2,ANGLE,~LPHA,OMG,ESL,Q,VS,TOtC,T,TR,TL,RO, 
+ LC,LP,RP 

+ 
+ + 
+ 
+ .. 
+ 
+ .. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

REAL Q,VAR,Y,YP,DER,TEM0 ,XO,XS,H 
INTEGER ND~TA,NVAR,NSTEP 

R0=0.4 
TR=1.E-& 
L0=3.645E-8 
TL=0.5E-6 
XO=OCU 
XS=OC2J 
C1=0(3) 
C2=5.9E-8/0C4> 
R=JC5) 
R1=0<o> 
L=O < 7) 
L1=ClC8l 
VS=Df9} 
c=cc1•c2>1<c1+c2J 
ALPHA=!:U2. OIL 
OMG=SQRTC1.0/l/C-ALPYA••z> 
ANGLE=OMG/SQRTCOMG••2+ALPHA••2J 
ESL=ASINCANGLEJ 
TO=C1.5•3.14159-ESLl/OMG_ 
Q=c•vs 
VA.~ (1, 1) =X 0 
VARC2,1>=Q•(OMGIANGLE••2>·~XPC-ALPHA•ro>•SINCOMG•ro> 
VAR(3,1l=VARC2,1) 
VARC5,1J=Q•{1-C~XPC-ALPHA•To>•sINCO~G·TO+ESLlJ/AN~LEJ 
VARC4,1l =Q-VARC5,1) 

PRINT 20, c1,c2,c,R,R1,L,L1,vs,0MG,ANGLE,ESL,TO,Q,XS 
FORMAT ( .. Ci= ",::10.211 

" CZ= .. ,£10.2// 
•• C = •• , E 1 0 • 2 I I 
" R = ",El0.2// 
" R1= •0 ,f10.2// 
"L = ",El0.2// 
"Li= ••,E10.2// 
"' VS= ".,£10.2// 
" OMG= ",€10.2// 
.. A t~ G LE = ", E 1 0 • 21 f 
" ESL ="',E10.2// 
''TO= ",E10.2// 
•• Q = ",El0.2// 
.. XS= ••,E10.2// 

PRINT 30t, VAR<2t,1> ,VARC3,1) ,VARC4,1} ,VAR(5,U 
FO~MAT ( • I1 .:: ",E 10.2// 

+ " I2 .. ,El0.2// 
+ " Ql = ",E1~.2// 
+ .. Q2 = ",El0.2// ' t 

RETU~N 
ENO 



SUBROUTINE CURVE CPOINTX,P3!NfY,NJ 
REAL PO!NTX(200) ,POINTYl200) 
Nl=N-1 

70 

C ALL NEW PE N C 2 ) 
DO 1000 I=1,N1 
CALL PLTLN CPOINTXCIJ,POINTYCI>,POINTXCI+1l,POINTYCI+1)J _ 

1000 CONTINUE 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

60 

70 

80 

go 

100 

110 

120 

130 

150 

160 
200 
c 

~ETURN 
ENO 

S ~BR GU TI NE 0 VA R 

COMMON 0(10) ,VA~C10,1rJOl ,YC10) ,a::RC10) ,TEMP(10,4) ,xo,xs,H, 
+ NVAR,NVAR1,NSTEP,NSTEP1,NDATA,NDATA1 

COMMON /Bl/ R,R1,L,L1,c1,c2,c,vs,ALPHA,O~;.ANGLE,=sL,r,ro,T~, 
+ TL,RO,LO,Q -

REAL R,R1,L,L1,c1,c2,ANGLE,ALPHA,OM~,ESL,Q,1S,ro,c,T,TR,rL,RO, 
+ LC,LP,RP 

REAL O,VAR,Y,Y?,JE~,TEMP,XO,xs,H 
INTEGER NOtTA,NJAR,NSTEP 

RP=R1+RO•EXP(Y(1)/TR) 
LP=L1+LO:;.EXPC-YC1l/Tl) 
OE~ { 1l =-1. /l"'" ( R"'Y { 2 > +Y ( 4) IS 1+YC5 >IC 2 > 
0 ER ( 2 l = - { C LP"' R - L "'"RP) "'"V C 2 > + L t< RP"'" V C 3 > + ( l PI C 1> :;. Y ( 4 l + ;{ C l P + U IC 2 l is. Y C 5 l l 

+ /Cl:;.LPJ 
OERCn=Y(2) 
DEl\.(t.)=YC3) 

Rt: TURN 
ENO 

SUf3ROUTINE RUKU 

C0"1HON DC10),VA~C10,100),V(10J,::JER(10) ,T::MP(10,4J,XO,XS,H, 
+ NVAR,NVAR!,NSTEP,NSTEP1.NOATA,NDATA1 

Rl=-"AL K1<10),K2(1:J},1(3(10),Ki.!10) 
REAL o,vA~,y,yp,oER,TCMP,xo,xs,H 
INTEGER NOATA,NVAR.NSTEP 

DO 2CO J=1,3 
00 &O I= 1, ~~VAR 
K1{!)=0E~Cil.,H 
YC1l=VARC1,Jl+Hl2.0 
00 70 I=2, NVAR1 
Y<I>=VAR<I,J)+Ki{I-1)/2.0 
CALL DVAR 
DO 80 I=1,MV.l\R 
K2CI>=DER<Il:s.H 
00 go I=2,NVAR1 
YCI>=VARCI,JJ+K2CI-1l/2.0 
CALL '.JVAR 
DO 100 I=t,NIJAR 
K3 ( IJ =DER( I) .,..H 
YCU=VA~(!,J)+H 
DO 110 I=2,NVAR1 
YCIJ=VARCI,Jl+K3(I-1) 
CALL OVAR 
DO 120 I=!,MVAR 
K4Cil=IJER(Il""H 

e2Rl~~1!~~l~~e~RCI+1,Jl+1./6 ... (K1Cil+2.:s.Kz<I>+2."'"K3CI)+K4Cil> 
CONTINUE 
VA~(1,J+1l=VAR{!,J)+H 
DO 150 I=1,NVAR1 
YCil=VA'<CI,J> 
CALL DI/A~ 
00 1f:10 I=1,NVAR 
TEMPCI,J+1J=OERCIJ 
CONTINUE 

RETURN 
ENO 



,.. 
v 

SUBRJUTINE READY cxo,xs,vo,YS) 

C ALL NEW ?E N C 9) 
CALL PLOT (0.,0.02,31 
CALL PLOT co.,10.535,21 
CA LL PL 0 T ( 0 • , 0. 0 2, 2) 

C SCALE DATA TO ALLOW ONE INCH MARGIN All AROU~D. 
c 

CALL FACTOR (2,TEHPX,TEMPY,7.o,g.555,1.o,t.O) 
c 
C DETERMINE MIN. ANO HAX. VAL~ES OF DATA ANa 
C DRAW BCROER USING NOR~AL LINE WIDTH. 
c 

c 

c 

CALL NfillPEN (1) 
CA l L I NCH T 0 ( 1 • 0 , 1 • 0 , X l·H,J , Y"1 N > 
CALL INCHTO c1.o,9.555,xMX,YMX) 

CALL PLTLN (X~N,YMN,XMN,YHXl 
CALL PLTLN (XMN,YMX,XMX,Y~X) 
CALL PLTLN (XHX,YMX,XMX,VHNJ 
CALL PLTLN (XMX,YMN,XMN,YMN> 

C PLOT DIVISIONS ON X AXIS. 
c 

NX=INTCCTEMPXC2l-TEMPXC1ll/100.)+1 
Xi=0.85 
HX=.1 
00 900 1=1,-NX 
CALL PLOT {Xi•0.15.t.0,31 
CALL PLOT cx1+0.1s,1.1,21 
IWSO=<I-1>•100. 
Et~CO~E (3,850,XSCALE> IWSO 

8 5 0 F 0 RM AT <I 3 ) 
CALL LETTER (J,~x.~.o,x1,.35,xss~LE) 
Xi=X!.+60./ !TEMPX(2l-TEM=>X (1) > ~10. 

90'.l CONT lNUE 
c 
C PLOT DIVISIONS ON Y AXIS. 
c 

1JOO 
r c 
c 

NY=INTl{TEMPY<2>-TEHPY(l}l/10000.J+1 
Y1=1.Q 
HV=.1 ~ 

DO 1COO I=1,NY 
CALL 0 LOT (1.0,Y1,3) 
CALL PLOT {1.1 9 Y1,2) 
IWS1=CI-1+1NT(TEHPY(1)/10000.))~10 
ENCODE (3,850,YSCALE> IWS1 
CALL LETTER (3,~v.o.n,.55,Y1~YSC~L~) 
Y1=Y1+85.55/tTE~PY(2)-T~MP1(1)) -
CONTINUE 

PL OT X i'\XI S LA iE L. 

CALL NEWPEt;(4) 

•1oon. 

c 
c 
c 

C~LL LETT£P (1g,.1s,o.o,3,40,o.50," TIME (f\J~NOSECONO) ") 

c 
c 

PLOT Y AXIS LAB~L. 

CALL LETTER (18,.15,90.,.SQ,7.0," VJLTAr.E {l( VOLTS) "l 

RfTURN 
ENO 
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